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Executive summary
The report focuses on the research data process concerning Task 2.2 (Oral
History) of the WP2. The overall aim of the Task 2.2 is to collect and classify
data on dominant troubled-past discourses that permeate civil societies in the
eight case-study countries through structured, personal, autobiographic
interviews with individuals from a variety of the societal spectrum. According
to the initial Research Protocol, interviews were conducted with individuals
with personal experience of main conflict events and individuals who shaped
their understanding of the conflict in a secondary/transmitted way. Having
completed related Activities 2.2.1 (Mapping the conflict timeline, identifying
the milestone events and specifying sampling method / M4-M5) and 2.2.2
(Conducting interviews / M6-M15), this report focuses exclusively on the
ongoing Activity 2.2.3 (Identification and classification of dominant discursive
themes / M16-M18), which is actually the data analysis procedure. Activity
2.2.1, beyond the mapping and identification of the milestone events, provides
a general framework of the possible factors involved. That led to a shortlist of
thematic areas, which formed the basic structure of the two separate
Interview Questionnaires. This report begins by setting the theoretical frame
and continues by reviewing the methodological Research Protocol and its
rationale, placing Task 2.2 in the overall context of WP2. The ongoing work of
Activity 2.2.3 focuses mainly on coding and analyzing the research data
collected through the oral history research of WP2.2. In-depth personal
interviews provided audio recorded and transcribed text and – in some cases –
visual material as well. Part of this material will be uploaded to the project’s
platform (WP6, Task 6.2. / D6.8). The Data Coding Protocol for analytical
purposes is the main subject of the report for D2.2. The coding scheme is
presented in detail using a demo interview transcription (one from a
participant with first-hand experience, and another with transmitted
experience of the conflict). With regards to the oral history research of Task
2.2, visual material refers to the video recording of the interviews – therefore
the coding scheme is exactly the same.
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1. Introduction
Oral History research of the RePAST project aims to a) shed light on the role of memory
about past conflicts / traumatic events from an intergenerational point of view, and b)
investigate whether this memory (personal or transmitted) affects the current public
discourse (and possibly decision-making processes), creating obstacles against European
integration and a common European identity.
Following the activities timeline of Task 2.2 according to the DoA, Activities 2.2.1 and 2.2.2
are completed. A thorough literature research and a field mapping of every case study were
conducted, preparing and clarifying the local research focus; recruiting strategies were
agreed upon and implemented and actual fieldwork (conducting personal in-depth research
interviews) was carried out successfully. Activity 2.2.3 (identification and classification of
dominant discursive themes) is currently underway, complying with RePAST’s Gantt Chart.
The final activity (2.4) includes the overall analysis and reporting on the entire research
dataset and is expected to be concluded as planned (M19-M20).
In order to give a clear and coherent picture of the format research data will have as
content of the project’s data platform, we will start by providing our general theoretical
framework. Based on this framework, we will support our methodological rationale and we
will refer to our Methodological Protocol, focusing on Data Collection and Data Coding
Protocols. We will provide in details the structure of our coding scheme and we will provide
demos / examples of coding. Finally, we will conclude with commenting on the use of visual
data on Task 2.2 oral history research.
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2. On Collective Memory and Oral History: Dominant Narratives Vs
Personal Experience
The field of collective memory contains various case studies that share a common approach:
they aim at investigating whether official narratives identify with the narratives of the
individuals. Yet, it would be interesting to move away from the top-down attempts to
enforce a specific narration, and explore the narration of ordinary individuals who contest,
challenge, resist or ignore the grand narratives. In the contemporary era, the monopoly of
knowledge by the state and, to a large extent, the media has dissolved, while the distance
between the private and public spheres has been minimized; by extension, the control of
memory –even by the state– has become a difficult task1.
Portelli (1998) attributes the importance of oral histories to their ability to provide
information on illiterate people or social groups “whose written history is either missing or
distorted”, and reveal the daily lives and material culture of these people and groups 2. In
this sense, the weight of oral history lies not in its confirmation or reproduction of the
official narrative, but in its ability to present history through a different lens. With regards to
personal narrations, the divide between the official historical narrative and the narrator is
porous. Narration reveals the narrator’s interpretation of the past, as well as their concerns
in relation to those of the group they belong to3; the personal “truth” might coincide or
clash with the shared imagination. Personal truth, emotions and feelings, motives and
intentions may be revealed through the personal narrative: a process vividly described by
Thomson & Bornat as “the unpicking of layers of memory, to dig back to reach a hidden
truth about someone and their involvements” 4.
Collective memory allows one to recognize a tangible presence of the past that can be felt
not only at the level of the individual, but also in certain social contexts. Halbwachs, in “The
social Frameworks of Memory”5, however, clarifies that memory relies on the individual. It
is only the individual who remembers, even if a large part of the memory revolves around

1

Aleida Assman and Conrad Sebastian, Memory in a Global Age. Discources, Practices and Trajectories, ed.
Aleida Assmann and Sebastian Conrad (New York: Palgrave Macmillan Memory Studies, 2010); Jose van Dijck,
Mediated Memories in the Digital Age (California: Stanford University Press, 2007).
2

Portelli, “What Makes Oral History Different,” in The Oral History Reader, ed. Robert Perks and Alistair
Thomson (London: Routledge, 1998), 64.
3

Robert Perks and Alistair Thomson, The Oral History Reader (London & New York: Taylor & Francis e-Library,
2003).
4

Paul Thompson and Joanna Bornat, The Voice of the Past, 4th ed. (New York: Oxford University Press, 2017),
238.
5

Maurice Halbwachs, Τα Κοινωνικά Πλαίσια Της Μνήμης (Αθήνα: Νεφέλη, 2013).
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the interaction with others. Being in a group provides the ingredients for the formation of
memories and urges one to recall or forget events. As Nora mentions, “there are as many
memories as there are groups”6. The groups might produce memories associated with
events that the individual has not lived or had an immediate experience of 7. Memory for
Halbwachs is far from a sole repository of past experiences. With the passage of time,
memories are generalized into “images or imagos”, whose preservation presupposes the
existence of a social framework. Following this notion, memories form the outcome of
symbols and narrations in public space, and the way they are stored and transmitted as if
belonging to the individuals8. Individual actions are limited by the environment/framework
and thus varying factors, depending on the case and context, influence a range of actions 9.
Oral history constitutes a form of historical narrative-making, “created by ‘ordinary’ people
and contextualized by the professional historian, providing us with a fascinating alternative
to constructing and imagining ‘histories’ beyond more conventionally understood ‘texts’”10.
Set against the official reading of history, oral history could be described as an approach
moving from the general to the specific; the narrators selectively place emphasis on those
elements of the official history that have influenced them the most. As Wertsch supports,
even if a group experiences mutual events, the individual interpretations will differ. The
partiality of the narrator of oral history comes in sharp contrast to the impartiality of the
historian and the “objectivity” of official history11. By extension, the study of oral history
can shed light on events forgotten or intentionally excluded from the official history,
revealing the ideological clash between the different political actors involved in a historical
event. According to Leavy12, oral history is transmitted knowledge of individual actors based
on their life experience that includes their behaviors, rituals, attitudes, values and beliefs.
The importance of oral histories lies on the engagement of participant and researcher in a
process of unearthing these experiences. This process is collaboratively created through the
reflection and connection of experiences, thus producing knowledge13.

6

“Between Memory and History: Les Lieux de Mémoire,” Representations, 1989, 9.

7

Marianne Hirsch, “Surviving Images: Holocaust Photographs and the Work of Postmemory,” The Yale Journal
of Criticism 14 (2001): 5–37.
8

Jeffrey K. Olick, “Collective Memory: The Two Cultures,” Sociological Theory 17, no. 3 (November 1999): 335–
336.
9

Frederick P Morgeson and David A Hofmann, “The Structure and Function of Collective Constructs:
Implications for Multilevel Research and Theory Development,” Source: The Academy of Management Review
24, no. 2 (1999): 249–265.
10

Martha Rose Beard, “Re-Thinking Oral History–a Study of Narrative Performance,” Taylor & Francis 21, no. 4
(2017): 2.
11

Portelli, “What Makes Oral History Different”; Paul Thompson, The Voice of the Past Oral History, 3rd ed.
(New York: Oxford University Press, 2000).
12

Patricia Leavy, Oral History Understanding Qualitative Research, 1st ed. (New York: Oxford University Press,
2011).
13

Leavy.
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Oral history testimonies possess, according to Portelli14, a “different credibility”; while not
always in line with factual evidence, they are significant in conveying imagination,
symbolism and desire. By extension, there are no ‘wrong’ oral sources, for even if the
statements are false, they are nonetheless “psychologically true.” This renders oral sources
perhaps as important as factually true accounts.
Portelli (1998) attributes the following characteristics to oral history:


It refers to meanings attributed to events by individuals, casting new light into
unexplored areas of the non-hegemonic classes.



It is characterized by subjectivity, allowing for comparison between the personal
perspectives of an event with that of the group.



It does not only describe the actions of the individual, but also one’s desires, the way in
which one acted and, crucially, a microscopic perspective of their actions at the time of
narrative.



While not always offering details of the hegemonic narration, it reveals feelings and
emotions of the people involved.



It reveals the ways in which individuals rationalize events or prioritize them in their
narration. Portelli notes that this “reveals a great deal of the speakers’ relationships to
their history”15.

Defining the “other” at the societal level serves the need for self-determination and
identity. The distinction between “us” and “them” tends to be made on the basis of ethnic,
religious and other differences, allowing specific groups to differentiate themselves from
the “other”. This categorization renders the “other” vulnerable to all forms of discrimination
and marginalization; prejudice, absence of trust, hatred and even its demonization facilitate
its exclusion from a social group whose members are associated by common values and
principles that set it apart. In the clash between “us” and “them” prejudice is defined as a
negative behavior towards or assessment of a group or members of a group. Defining a
stereotype, however, emerges as problematic since it involves cognitive structures – in the
words of Lipmann, “the images in our heads. 16 Stereotypes can be considered
representative characteristics of social groups or their members; more specifically, they
refer to those characteristics that distinguish the group by attributing negative
characteristics to the members of the outgroup. This process gives a predominantly
negative connotation to the term “stereotype”. Categorization is often done for
simplification purposes. This process may, however, result in generalizations based on the

14

“What Makes Oral History Different,” 68.

15

67.

16

TD Nelson, Handbook of Prejudice, Stereotyping, and Discrimination, 2009, 2.
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way in which the image of the “other” – the “different” – is defined against the “us”17
undermining prejudice and by extent nurturing nationalism.
The harmful role of trauma on the community and individuals conjures up Halbwachs’18
concept of collective memory as the memories of a common past maintained by the
members of a group, class, or nation. The idea of trauma encompasses the effects of tragic
events – a part of the historical narrative of a community – in the formation of collective
identities. As supported by Garuth19, trauma, although an abstract notion, is transmitted to
society – as if a contagious disease – not only among people, but also among generations
and cultures. Trauma makes conflict possible, for it polarizes and disrupts the social identity.
In respect to politics, trauma can threaten the collective imaginary, urging the existing
power-structures to fill the gaps resulting from traumatic experiences20. Therefore, the
political power makes use of commemoration, bridging the past with the present and
preserving the thread of continuity21. From a different perspective, Hutchison & Bleiker
emphasize the central role of emotions in the construction of identity and solidarity that can
emerge from the feelings of pain, seclusion and fragmentation produced by trauma22.
Scheler23 places the strong feelings of revenge and envy, and their tendency to convert into
resentment24, within the social sphere. Resentment is caused by a trauma to which the
individuals cannot react. The inability to react and the intense feeling of victimization
preserves collective memory to the point where the past penetrated the present, making it
impossible for the past to be forgotten. Collective memory, hence, reinforces resentment,
undermining any prospect of forgiveness and understanding.
The prolonged experience of violence penetrates, according to Bar-Tal (2001: 608), the
private lives of the members of a community, influencing their behavior. In such situations,

17

AG Greenwald and MR Banaji, “Implicit Social Cognition: Attitudes, Self-Esteem, and Stereotypes.,”
Psychological Review, 1995; D Bar-Tal, “Formation and Change of Ethnic and National Stereotypes: An
Integrative Model,” International Journal of Intercultural Relations, 1997; Jacques-Philippe Leyens et al.,
“Emotional Prejudice, Essentialism, and Nationalism The 2002 Tajfel Lecture,” European Journal of Social
Psychology 33, no. 6 (November 2003): 703–717, doi:10.1002/ejsp.170.
18

On Collective Memory, ed. Lewis A. Coser, 1st ed. (Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 1992).

19

In Duncan S A Bell, Memory, Trauma, and World Politics: Reflections on the Relationship Between Past and
Present, (London: Palgrave Macmillan, 2006).
20

Bell.

21

Halbwachs, On Collective Memory.

22

Emma Hutchison and Roland Bleiker, “Emotional Reconciliation: Reconstituting Identity and Community
after Trauma,” European Journal of Social Theory 11, no. 385 (2008): 390.
23

M Scheler, “Ressentiment,” 1994.

24

Resentment is the concept of self-poisoning of the mind, with specific causes and consequences. It refers to
a constant mental attitude stirred by the systematic suppression of certain emotions and influences that are
vital aspects of human nature. This suppression leads to the constant tendency to give in to certain erroneous
perceptions and evaluations. The feelings and consequences of resentment are revenge, hatred, malice, envy,
and others (Scheler, 1994: 4).
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the members of the community tend to selectively process the information they receive,
focusing on the malicious and satanic actions of the opponent that constitute a threat and
danger. These experiences are engraved in the collective memory and are embodied in the
cultural products disseminated through channels of communication and institutions of
society. Thus, collective fear results in the society connecting its present with past
experience. This deprives society of the ability to properly evaluate clues and known facts,
cultivating suspicion and leading to the delegitimization of the “other”.
Memories – which might last for a person’s entire lifetime – are not true copies of the
information obtained through knowledge; quite the contrary, they form biased and
modulated representations of assimilated information25. According to Bar-Tal26, fear is
purely subjective and is stimulated in cases where the person senses danger or threat both
in the present and the future, for oneself and the community in which one belongs alike.
Fear results in an increased attention to potential threats, prioritizing information and
expanding relevant information networks about threats, hence causing the overestimation
of dangers. This process causes one to resort to prior knowledge on how to deal with similar
threats. By extension, fear paralyzes any cognitive process and leads to prescribed behavior
patterns. The individual prefers being in a familiar situation, refusing to acknowledge
changes and, crucially, reacting negatively in the face of new ideas and possible changes27.
Fear and hope constitute a ‘dipole’: the first leads to the past, while the second paves the
way to the future. Unlike hope, fear forms a spontaneous defense mechanism against the
potential fear or threat. This excludes the prospect of critical evaluation and use of the
imagination: distinctive elements of hope. For the achievement of social change, hope is a
key prerequisite. Fromm (2010) quotes the example of the hero in Kafka’s “The Trial” to
highlight the distinction between passive and active hope. Humans do not act, but rather
expect the bureaucracy to give the green light first. Passive anticipation is despair,
helplessness and exasperation; it constitutes a historical nihilism28 devoid of any hope for
change. Submission to a leader or an ideology limits the individual’s ability to act and
subjects them to what they are presented as being true, even if that is, in fact, false. What
concerns human relationships, having faith in another person implies trust in the credibility
and stability of their behavior. Faith, according to Fromm, cannot be sustained without hope

25

Discussing ethnic nationalism Smith comments that the politics of fear “led to the creation of ethnically
homogeneous states and the exclusion and ultimately extermination of minorities” (Anthony D. Smith,
Nationalism and Modernism: A Critical Survey of Recent Theories of Nations and Nationalism, New York: Taylor
& Francis e-Library, 2003).
26

Daniel Bar-Tal, “Why Does Fear Override Hope in Societies Engulfed by Intractable Conflict, as It Does in the
Israeli Society?,” Political Psychology, 2001.
27

Bar-Tal.

28

Historical nihilism argues that there is no meaning or purpose in historical evolution; if there is such a
purpose, then that is nothing but deadlock and destruction.
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that lies at its core. Without hope, nations and social groups cease existing, either due to
their lack of vitality or from their irrational destructiveness.
Hope emerges when a goal is deemed feasible. According to Bar-Tal29, hope is based on a
cognitive process that requires the mental representation of future situations and, in
particular, the delineation of aims and the setting out of their achievement. At the same
time, it implies the use of imagination, creativity, flexibility, mental investigation of the
original situation, and even the adoption of risks. These contribute positively to the
detachment from the past, allowing individuals to engage in positive activities that reinforce
social interaction.

2. Research Methodology Rationale: Data Collection & Data Process
Protocol
From a methodological perspective, RePAST’s Oral History research was a complicated and
demanding endeavor. In order to deal with methodological issues, we adopted a concrete
rationale aiming to extract the best out of our participants’ testimonies and use the
collected research data in the most efficient way. The research design was prepared having
in mind NVivo’s technical capabilities and requirements concerning the final process and
analysis of the total data deriving from the eight case study countries.
RePAST’s Oral History research project aims to extract data from the “past” while
maintaining a clear focus on the “present” and “future”. Methodological problems
concerning demographics or other kinds of participants’ characteristics were resolved
according to the following basic rationale: one of the basic breakdowns in our sampling
deals with people having personal experiences of past conflicts and people with transmitted
experiences of the same events. A specific age span for the first group cannot be defined
since their age depends on the factual time that the conflict took place. Yet, the age span of
the second group can be set to 18-35, having in mind that members of this age group: a)
have predominantly transmitted experiences of conflict, and b) belong to the age group
widely considered as the “driving force" for both economic developments and social
changes.
CUT, as the leading partner of Task 2.2, set a common methodological fieldwork frame in
order for comparable research data to be produced from the eight case-study countries
(Spain, Greece, Cyprus, Ireland, Germany, Poland, Kosovo and Bosnia-Herzegovina). The
proposed methodological framework was discussed in detail and agreed among all partners
involved. The main points of the common methodological framework of the Oral History
research, especially concerning sampling, were:
All sides of the conflict should be represented under the following recruiting pattern:

29

“Why Does Fear Override Hope in Societies Engulfed by Intractable Conflict, as It Does in the Israeli Society?”
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(a)

People with personal experience of the conflict (conflict’s generation) – 10
participants

(b)

People with transmitted experience of the conflict (post-conflict generations) – 10
participants.

The female sample should be slightly larger than the male sample, according to the general
gender balance rule of RePAST.
The final sampling / recruiting plan implemented is the following:
•

Total number of participants per case-study country:

20

•

Persons having personal experience:

10

•

Persons having transmitted experience:

10

•

Age of persons with personal experience:

•

Age of persons with transmitted experience:

18 – 35

•

Female participants:

11 – 12

•

Male participants:

– (depending on case) –

8–9

Common guidelines were discussed, agreed and shared concerning the transcription and
translation of the recorded interviews’ material. Therefore, all data processing follows
common formats so that the data analysis will further be implemented using digital analysis
software (NVivo 12.Pro).
For every country case study, a leader was appointed to carry out the implementation of the
fieldwork and supervise the entire local research process. Each leader had to submit by a
specific deadline to the Task Leader the entire primary research documents (audio / video
files, document / text files of transcriptions and translations, and an executive summary
report analysis of the case-study) in order to conclude the analysis in the entire research
dataset compiled by all case-study countries. All audio data was transcribed and translated
in English in order to be analyzed in a homogenous way. Research data will be stored
according to RePAST’s Data Management Plan.
Two different Interview Guides were used (translated accordingly), one for participants with
personal experience, and another for participants with transmitted experience. The
structure of each guide reflects the shortlist of the most important factors and thematic
areas upon which we focus. This basic structure serves in the best way coding, analysis and
feeding as content to the project’s data platform. In particular, the sections of each Guide
were the following:
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Participants with Personal Experience of Conflict
Section A – Life Story
The first section of the interview includes questions regarding interviewee’s background
information as well as evaluation of the past (on a personal level).
Section B – Focus on Conflict Experience
Section B includes questions that aim to trace and record the interviewees’ conflict
experience:
-

Detailed personal memories
Feelings
Incidents considered crucial for the conflict
Involvement of women in conflict
Gender roles in conflict
Personal evaluation of the conflict
Role of media

Section C – Life After Conflict
Section C includes questions related with the conditions after the conflict as experienced by
the interviewees.
Section D – Europe / European Identity
Section D includes questions regarding the perception of Europe in terms of European
identity as well as its role as unifying peace-building force.
Section E – Media
Section E’ includes questions regarding media in general: use of media/participation as well
as personal perceptions concerning their role in terms of reconciliation and peace building.
Section F – Overall Evaluation
Section F includes questions regarding the present situation and future aspirations
regarding their country.
Section G’ – Closing the Conversation
The last section of the conversation relates to issues, which participants consider important
but have not been covered within the framework of the interview.
Participants with Transmitted Experience of Conflict
Section A – Sources of Information
Section A includes questions that trace and record the interviewee’s image about the events
as well as their sources of information.
Section B – Family Environment
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Section B investigates the effect of the family environment in the way the events are
perceived. Participants are requested to report information regarding their family
environment and the relation of their family members with the events.
Section C – Education (School) Environment
Section C includes questions regarding the role of the formal education (school)
environment and the extent to which it affects their perceptions of the conflict.
Section D – Personal Environment
Section D includes questions regarding their personal environment (interaction with their
peers) in respect of the conflict.
Section E – Media
Section E includes questions regarding the media in general: use of media/participation as
well as personal perceptions concerning their role in terms of reconciliation and peace
building.
Section F – Comparison of Different Sources
Section F refers to the comparison of different sources of information, evaluation of events
and perceptions regarding the role of contact between rival groups in terms of minimizing
prejudice. It also includes questions regarding self-determination in terms of national
identity (wherever it applies)
Section G – Europe / European Identity
Section G includes questions regarding the perception of Europe in terms of European
identity as well as its role as unifying peace-building force.
Section H – Overall Evaluation
Section H includes questions regarding the present situation and future aspirations
regarding their country.
Section I – Closing the Conversation
The last section of the conversation relates to issues, which participants consider important
but have not been covered within the framework of the interview.

3. Coding scheme structure
In the same vein the structure of the Coding Protocol is as follows:
1. Introduction – General Information
2. Demographics
3. Basic Research Themes
(i)
Traumas (personal / collective)
(ii)
Resentment/Discrimination
14 / 49
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(iii)
(iv)
(v)
(vi)
(vii)
(viii)
(ix)
(x)
(xi)

Prejudices and Stereotypes (image of the ‘Other’) - Attitudes toward the
‘Other’
Contact (interpersonal contact) and level of prejudice (e.g. can contact
reduce prejudice between the conflicting parties?)
Trust between opposite groups throughout the conflict timeline
(past/present)
Gender Perspectives towards Memory and Conflict
Identify possible repetitive storytelling patterns
Identify possible divergences from dominant narrative patterns
Record the way collective memory affects the identity of the age groups
under study
Record –if any– forms of nationalism
Record –if any– frameworks of solution to the conflict.

4. People with Transmitted Experience of the Conflict
(i)
How the past shapes the present
(ii)
Experiences of people with transmitted experiences regarding the difficult
past under investigation. Living memories of conflict
(iii)
Observations regarding the generational shift in the way difficult past is
experienced
(iv)
Different views towards the dominant discourses
(v)
Observations regarding the Gender attitude towards the conflict.

4.1
Sources of Information
(i) Family
Influence of family environment in shaping perception / narrative about the
conflict; Relation of the family to the events
(ii) Education
Role of education in shaping perception / narrative about the conflict
Education and collective memory within the groups under study (analysis of each
conflict group separately)
(iii) Friends / Social Interaction
Role of social environment in shaping perception / narrative about the conflict
Interaction and prejudice
Differences – common views based on gender
(iv)

Other (Define)
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(Participants’) Evaluation of Contradictory Sources
Influence on personal views
5. People with Personal Experience of the Conflict – Focus on Gender
(i)
How the past shapes the present
(ii)
Experiences of people with personal experiences regarding the difficult past
under investigation. Living memories of conflict
(iii)
Observations regarding the generational shift in in the way difficult past is
experienced
(iv)
Different views towards the dominant discourses
(v)
Observations regarding the gender attitude towards the conflict.
6. Memories from the Conflict
Intense feelings/emotions
Memorable events
Personal evaluation of the role of the media in the conflict
Life memories before & after the conflict
Description of relations between members of the rival groups
7. Media
(i) People with Transmitted Experience
Sources of information
Personal opinions on the role of media
Role of the media in peace and reconciliation
Role of social media in socio-political situation in the country
Participation in social media
(ii) People with Personal Experience
Sources of information
Personal opinions on the role of the media
Role of media in peace and reconciliation
Role of social media in socio-political situation in the country
Participation in social media
8. Perspectives towards Europe/European Identity
(i) People with Transmitted Experience
Views on the EU
Role of Europe in the conflict
European identity
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Expectations from the EU
(ii) People with Personal Experience
Views on the EU
Role of Europe in the conflict
European identity
Expectations from the EU
(iii) Social Cohesion
Satisfaction with civic life
Economy
Administration and justice
Quality of social welfare
Representation by institutions
(iv) Social Threats
Language
Culture/Cultural identity
Religion
Economic development
(v) Trust in Politics
Government interests/concerns/representation
Feel part of the government/decision-making process
Representation by the political system
(vi) Political Security/Personal Security
Freedom of expression of political views
Freedom of public expression of political views
Freedom of religious practices
Freedom of group to express beliefs in public
(vii)

Economic Security
Within the state
Within the EU

9. Conclusions
Identify and present proposals for the future (perspectives of the respondents)
through the overall analysis.
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4. Coding Scheme Detailed Analysis
In order to structure the basic coding scheme of our research material in a more coherent
way and to give a clear picture of the analytical process, the main thematic areas for each of
the two categories of participants (personal or transmitted experience) were grouped in the
graphs that follow.
In the majority of the thematic areas (where applicable) special attention and focus was
paid on emotions or strong feelings, mainly negative ones, mentioned by the participants.
This choice was made to be able to identify the possible sources of strong dissatisfaction,
which, on the one hand, could produce a conflicting discourse and, on the other, could
rekindle conflicts of the past in the present. Around the sources of reported dissatisfaction,
usually identified common or repeated discourse patterns were sought. The role of these
discourse patterns in “memory formation” procedure is crucial.
All case study country leaders were requested to follow a common file-tagging system in
order to handle the research material (mainly interview transcripts) the best way possible
and to create a total archive under common structure. We used for every one of the eight
case study countries the specific Country Code (according to the EU Glossary)30 as follows:

Greece

EL

Spain

ES

Germany

DE

Ireland

IE

Cyprus

CY

Poland

PL

Kossovo

XK

Bosnia

BA

For every file the saving tagline sequence is the following:
COUNTRY / GENDER / EXPERIENCE (P-T)31 / INTERVIEW NUMBER
Example

30

https://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/statistics-explained/index.php/Glossary:Country_codes.

31

P= personal / T=transmitted.
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Polish_Female_Personal Experience_Number of Interview: 1
PL_F_P_1

For the purposes of D2.2 report, we used two interview transcripts – one with personal and
one with transmitted experience of the conflict – to demonstrate the way in which research
data is encoded and its format when it will be uploaded on the project’s data platform.
Specific examples from those two demo transcripts will be given for each coding category
following its corresponding graph. It should be noted here that the actual coding procedure
is implemented in a deeper and detailed way using all the subcategories mentioned in the
previous part (3 Coding scheme structure).
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Participants with Personal Experience of the Conflict
Graph 1: Life Story
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LIFE STORY

“I was born in Kome Kepyr of Karpassia in Famagusta, [in the 1960s of the
20th century]. I am the younger one of a family of two children. My brother had
been reported a missing person. His body was found and he was buried together
with my father. In the village we had a pleasant and happy life with many
dreams just like every family that lives in a village with its dreams and
difficulties of everyday life” (CY_F_P_1)

“(If I had the opportunity to turn back time) I would ask a certain day to
change: 14 August 1974. It was the day that had the deepest impact on my
family’s life and me. It was the day that my father and my brother made the
decision to remain back in the village. I would like those hours to change, to get
in the bus and leave” (CY_F_P_1)

“I was trembling. The only thing that I remember is that we were walking…I
close my eyes and I still remember the soldiers that were there armed with guns,
and I still hear my dog barking. I was crying and screaming: ‘They killed my
dog!’ My mother, feeling angry, turned to me and said: ‘don’t you realize that
they will kill us? How can you think of your dog right now?’ After that I was
quite since I understood what she told me; but I had not realized that I was
going to die” (CY_F_P_1)
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Graph 2: The Experience of the Conflict
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THE EXPERIENCE OF THE
CONFLICT

“‘We will sit here until the shootings stop’, my father told us. In the room, it
was me, my brother, my mother, my father and my grandmother, who was 75
years old. We sat there as heavy shooting started, targeting our house. Windows
were broken. Soldiers came in the backside of the house, where our dog was. The
dog was barking as he saw the soldiers wandering in the backyard of the house.
The soldiers shot at the dog; they shot the dog at one of his legs” (CY_F_P_1)

“Shootings stopped and the soldiers yielded at us: ‘come out with your hands
up!’ We got out of our house and we moved, as they ordered us, toward the
church that was close to our house. In the churchyard there were soldiers,
Turkish Cypriot soldiers as I learned afterwards. Behind them there were boxes
full of bullets, mortars on tripods…they were discussing loudly in Turkish, my
mother could understand some worlds because of our friendship with some
Turkish Cypriots…’Let me kill them’! They were discussing who would kill us”
(CY_F_P_1)

“I was in shock and I was just studying behind my mother; I was holding her
dress because I was scared” (CY_F_P_1)
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Graph 3: Life After the Conflict
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LIFE AFTER THE
CONFLICT

“These people were Turkish Cypriots that we grew up together. But what had
happened. It is this common saying: ‘I sleep as a good person and I wake up and
I am a completely different’. You cannot recognize the person that you know for
years. It was something like frenzy. I cannot really explain it! It was as if a
magician came and utterly altered the situation! Even until now I cannot
understand how this ‘click’ happened during those days and people that were
together with us for years, became our greatest enemies. They wanted to kill you
without even care!” (CY_F_P_1)

“If a Turk or a Turkish Cypriot wanted you to work for him (do something for
him) you could not refuse because otherwise they would report you to the police.
We had to succumb because they had the power. In another instance, they gave
to a Greek Cypriot a broom to wipe the Turkish Cypriot neighborhood. I and
some other women were accompanying her. An old Turkish Cypriot woman got
out of her house to bring us some water, since it was August and was very hot.
When she stretched her hand in order to give me water a soldier came and hit
her hand with a stick and said: ‘They are not allowed to drink water’ and
pushed her away. She left crying” (CY_F_P_1)

“The house was small. I was leaving at the hall of the house. I had only one
blanket and a pair of bed sheets that I had brought with me from the village. I
will never forget how cold I felt during this year. My bones hurt and I could not
sleep because of the chilliness and humidity of the room” (CY_F_P_1)
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Graph 4: Media
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MEDIA

“Everything is so disappointing. The mass media misrepresent everything and
they present the news the way they want to; you cannot learn the reality”
(CY_F_P_1)

(…When I was in Canada) I remember it was the presidential elections in the
US and people said that it was Carter that would most probably be the next
President. I had the feeling that if Carter were elected, he would solve the
Cyprus dispute. I was watching TV constantly because of that (CY_F_P_1)

“There was a television program under the title Biz-Εμείς by the Cyprus
Broadcasting Corporation and they terminated it because some people did not
like listening to the Turkish language! So they stopped funding the program”
(CY_F_P_1)

“When it was about for the funeral to take place I shared a post on Facebook:
‘the funeral of my father and brother will take place, who were found in this
place after being murdered by Turkish Cypriots of TMT in order to take revenge
of the Santallari killings, where Greek Cypriots murdered Turkish Cypriots’.
You cannot imagine the comments that I received because of my post. And not
only the posts, I also received many calls, messages in messenger…They almost
called me a ‘traitor’” (CY_F_P_1)
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Graph 5: Europe/European Identity
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EUROPE / EUROPEAN IDENTITY

“Once upon a time we believed that Europe would help us but now, I think, also
needs some help [laughing]. Now that we know more of the ways Europe
functions I do not think that there are many chances that Europe could help us
[…] Since Europe cannot intervene and defend a weak country, how can we
expect anything from Europe? Resolutions? We have a lot of experience on
them, they don’t have any concrete results at all” (CY_F_P_1)

“We say that Cyprus is ‘European’ but Europe should defend its boundaries.
Europe should help by organizing programs, not only in Cyprus but also to
other countries that have the same issues, which will aim at examining the roots
of the problem. People should try to understand each other because you have to
understand your opponent” (CY_F_P_1)

I feel much more as a ‘Cypriot’ than a ‘European’ citizen. The word ‘European’
as I see it concerns mainly the advantages of being part of Europe is that we
have rules and controls on foods, clothes, on hygiene…In this way there are
some measures and controls in Cyprus that have changed many things, I hope
for the best” (CY_F_P_1)
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Graph 6: Overall Evaluation
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OVERALL EVALUATION

“I would be satisfied if one comes and tell me: ‘I did it. Yes, I killed them. I
apologize for being fanatic’. I would reply: ‘May God forgive you’” (CY_F_P_1)

“[If I was the President of the country] The first thing that I would do is to
introduce the Turkish language at school. Both Turkish and Greek Cypriots
should be able to attend the same school. This is the only way that we would be
able to understand each other. Free movement for everyone within country for
every aspect of everyday life, should be ensured. And security. Security is above
all” (CY_F_P_1)

“Changes should be made in history books. It is a very important issue. History
should be taught objectively for both sides. Do you know that Turkish Cypriots
know better history than we do? They know history in a more objective way
than we do. They know that we have missing persons; we don’t” (CY_F_P_1)

“We want to know only what is good for us we do not care about the ‘other
side’. We should open our eyes and see that they are Cypriots as well […] The
most important thing is the acceptance of the other community. That is the first
step” (CY_F_P_1)
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Participants with Transmitted Experience of the Conflict
Graph 7: Transmitted Experiences
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TRANSMITTED
EXPERIENCES

“The first time I remember, most probably was in primary school, in the first
year of primary school […] It was from a teacher, who was a refugee and was
very emotional about that. I remember that she was crying whenever she talked
to us about the places in the North. In this way she passed this thing into us as
well” (CY_M_T_1)

I was afraid. I learned that people died and I was afraid if a war erupts again
that my family or I might get killed or that we might lose our home. So I was
afraid. They showed us that war is a terrifying thing” (CY_M_T_1)

“It was curiosity. I did not know what war is. There was no Internet at that
time so as to make my own research. The narrative that I had in my mind was
that some others came and took our houses and they forced us out of our
territories. You also heard that there were missing persons; I am talking about
the period 1996-1997 or maybe 1998. There were missing persons and people
were still hurt and were very emotional…the whole Greek Cypriot community
was emotional about what had happened in 1974. There were commemoration
events; songs about Cyprus were sang…all those gave you the picture that we
have lost something” (CY_M_T_1)
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Graph 8: Family Environment
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FAMILY ENVIRONMENT

“We never talk about the war. My father’s family is, how can I say it, a bit more
patriotic than my mother’s family and they have revenge in their minds. But
they never encouraged us for such a thing. They never told stories about the
war” (CY_M_T_1)

“We never discussed it. Only once I asked my father and he told me: ‘Do not
bother about 1974. Whatever happened is in the past.’ […] [Maybe] because it
was something that hurt and hurt all Greek Cypriots. Our political leadership
betrayed them, it was a military defeat, it was a humiliation. They prefer not to
engage myself emotionally that way they did and they were hurt. They were
refugees; they do not want me to feel they way they did because they think that
if I learn the truth I would feel hurt the way they did” (CY_M_T_1)

“[We had] financial difficulties mainly, that we still have. I mean that because
the houses then were not built properly we now need an important amount of
money in order to repair some things. For example, in order to get some
financial help for the house from the government I have to get married”
(CY_M_T_1)

“They felt abandoned, betrayed, they were in despair, they lost their future. For
example, my mother did not have the chance to study because when she came in
Limassol, when she was 6-7 years old, they had an ordeal to deal with”
(CY_M_T_1)
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Graph 9: Education/School Environment
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EDUCATION / SCHOOL
ENVIRONMENT

“We never learned in detail of what had happened at school. When we went to
high school we learned what had happened. Actually we never learned in detail
of 1974 by our teachers. We learned by ourselves either through the Internet or
from some information that we got from books. Our teachers never spoke of the
1974 directly to us. They did not provide us with a common and specific
narrative of the events of 1974. Thus, whoever was curious about it learned by
themselves and created their own narrative. Those who did not have curiosity,
they never learned about 1974” (CY_M_T_1)

“There was not discussion; but we were studying poems. It was through poetry
that 1974 was brought out. I do not recall any specific poem, it was poetry
taught at primary school. These were nostalgic, sad poems” (CY_M_T_1)

“When I was in primary school I never participated in discussions. But I might
have asked what happened in 1974. I do not remember a specific answer to that.
I also remember that since I was very young I was curious and trying to find
answers because I was shocked, I felt that we lost something in 1974”
(CY_M_T_1)

“More specifically the most important was the slogan ‘I do not forget and I keep
fighting’. Our teachers attempted to share with us their feelings so as never to
forget and to remember that on the other side we have something that belongs to
us” (CY_M_T_1)
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Graph 10: Media
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MEDIA

“The media try to be objective; of course this changes depending on who has the
governmental power” (CY_M_T_1)

“In my opinion on TV the news is presented objectively. On the Internet it is
like in the newspaper: the columnist/essayist expresses his own views. So news
TV programs trying to be as objective as they can; they follow the official
narrative of the government and that is fine. While newspapers have a certain
political stance” (CY_M_T_1)

“Truthfully, TV news never went into extremes or followed obvious political
allegiances. In Greece yes but in our Cypriot TV media we try to follow a more
‘gentlemanly’ stance. On the other hand, every newspaper has its own aim, so
the game is there: one newspaper promotes this view, the other the other view”
(CY_M_T_1)

“I generally avoid it [using Social Media] but sometimes I do. I do not want to
write my views in social media so as everyone to read them. But if it something
that annoys me, then I express me view” (CY_M_T_1)
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Graph 11: Personal Environment
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PERSONAL
ENVIRONMENT

“I think that we do not discuss anymore who is to blame. This discussion has
reached a point of dead end. Our discussions concern the present; many times
we discuss what we would do if the Cyprus dispute would be solved, if we would
go to the other side or stay here” (CY_M_T_1)

“The most recent had to do with the negotiations that currently take place. Some
are in favor of the bi-zonal bi-communal federation solution, others in favor of a
unified state. That is the main dispute. There also some more extreme views that
I think they cannot be attained, for example to eliminate all Turks from Cyprus”
(CY_M_T_1)

“I think that we do not discuss anymore who is to blame. This discussion has
reached a point of dead end. Our discussions concern the present; many times
we discuss what we would do if the Cyprus dispute would be solved, if we would
go to the other side or stay here” (CY_M_T_1)

“I wonder how many women are interested in the Cyprus dispute? Most of
them do not have any views on this issue. I do not know why but most women
are ignorant of the Cyprus dispute. They do not really care” (CY_M_T_1)
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Graph 12: Contradictory Sources
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CONTRADICTORY
SOURCES

“Different views have mainly to do with the past: who is responsible. I am not
going to deal with this issue again in my life. I have my own views” (CY_M_T_1)

“National commemorations and celebrations, or texts and poems that we read or
studied at school. Also there were some commemorations organized by the
refugees, where songs were sang by various choirs; those songs were about
Ammochostos, Keryneia” (CY_M_T_1)

“Sometimes they might express their views on a certain political figure, which
had betrayed us, or about a specific political topic. I listened to their views but I
did not take sides, I judge by myself, but as I told you before debates or
discussions never continued for very long so as not to argue. Anyway these
discussions happened very few times. Everybody just ignored it” (CY_M_T_1)

“It was the usual debate on who was to blame. It was the narrative of the Left
that it was all faults of EOKA B and Grivas and our narrative that only the
Turks should be blamed for 1974. That was the debate that was very often
turned to a fight; we did not talk about the ‘essence’ of the Cyprus dispute”
(CY_M_T_1)
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Graph 13: Europe/European Identity
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EUROPE / EUROPEAN
IDENTITY

“Europe is a big mistake; it will collapse. It is a big mistake not only for us but
for everyone. It is a big mistake for the Italians…it is not everyone that pays for
Europe. Those who pay are the Italians, the Greeks, all of the South Europeans
so as the North Europeans to live a comfortable life. That is what I see until now
from Germany. I won’t make any comment on Cyprus because Europe has
never done anything about Cyprus; on the contrary they harmed us”
(CY_M_T_1)

“The Euro. It is a currency that serves the interest of only one country:
Germany. If it is in the interests of Germany to undervalue the Euro that will
happen and if it is in her interests to revaluate it so it will be it! That is what
happened with Greece and Cyprus. I think it is a mistake to have a common
currency; every country should have its own currency” (CY_M_T_1)

“It is nice to feel European. To know that you have benefits as well as duties
and great and beautiful countries, like France, Holland, England (England used
to be part of the EU) or Italy. It is a nice feeling but that is it!” (CY_M_T_1)

“It has never imposed its will. Whatever we negotiate with Turkish Cypriots
Europe says ‘Ok, good work, do it’. All European announcements regarding the
Cyprus dispute are identical: ‘Yes, we hope and we will contribute for a just
and viable solution…blah, blah, blah’… For four years the same things!
Sometimes I wonder aren’t they bored to say the same things? They do nothing
at all” (CY_M_T_1)
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Graph 14: Overall Evaluation
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OVERALL EVALUATION

“I would say that since rapprochement is under way we should try to make the
Turkish Cypriot more engaged with it. I feel that rapprochement is only for the
Greek Cypriots. I see organizations or institutions only in the Greek Cypriot
side, of course you can tell me that there might be such organization in the
North; but I do not feel that rapprochement is under way in the North. I feel
that nothing would change on the other side; I think that nothing has changed
there since 1974; or maybe it is worse because there are more Turkish armed
forces!” (CY_M_T_1)

“I see that the gap between the rich and privileged class and the poorer, working
class is wider. Those who are in the government, because they have few
supporters who clap then, think that things are going well” (CY_M_T_1)

“…to give another example, we are now ‘independent’ from Greece; the only
thing that Greece says on the Cyprus dispute is that ‘We support Nicosia’ and
nothing else. But the Turkish Cypriots can do nothing without Ankara; they
cannot do, that is what I see. Also, Athens does whatever we tell her to do;
Athens never demanded the liberation of Cyprus because we did not want
something like that. Athens does whatever we tell them to do. On the other side
it is the opposite; it is what Ankara wants” (CY_M_T_1)
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5. Oral History research visual data
A relatively small number of personal interviews were video-recorded as well. Participants
had the choice to consent in video-recording in a distinct section of overall Consent Form,
designed to comply with all the Research Ethics regulations.
The majority was reluctant to consent to video-recording, quoting worries concerning their
public exposure, and the sensitivity of the subjects to be discussed. For analytical purposes
concerning the Oral History research, this is not a significant obstacle, since coding and
analytical process is based on text (transcripts).
Any video-recorded interviews collected under Task 2.2 (Oral History) are to be delivered to
Activity 2.1.4 (M12-M17) that aims to disseminate the project's findings and illustrate the
differences and similarities of the oral testimonies among all case studies in open access
platforms such as YouTube, the project's data platform and social media. This material will
additionally be used for the purpose of producing a 45-minute documentary on the impact
of the European public sphere and the narratives of trauma in national contexts (or
alternate versions of visual narratives e.g. short YouTube videos or animation). The number
of video recorded interviews, documentation sources, such as photographs, and the visual
material produced for the purpose of the documentary (or alternate) will comprise the
corpus of visual sources, a sample of which will be uploaded to the project's platform
and will serve the aims of dissemination within academia.
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